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The Dragon’s Baby Violet Jessamine 2021-11-10 Bored, and sick of being a broke
college grad, on a whim Briala Maddox accepts a job as a maid for the multi-million
dollar Bane family on their palatial estate. It’s a fairytale come true as she quickly
falls head over heels for the castle...and the family’s resident bad boy, Callum.
Their attraction is instant and explosive, dangerous and almost inhumanly hot.
When they finally give in to their instincts and spend one scorching evening
together, Briala wakes the next morning to see that Callum has dragon wings.
Coming to terms with sleeping with a dragon shifter and realizing she’s falling for
more than just a man is one thing, but now Briala is also pregnant with the

dragon’s baby.
One Hot December Tiffany Reisz 2016-12-01 Hard as steel…and hotter still! Never
mess with a woman who carries a blowtorch in her backpack. Welder and artist
Veronica "Flash" Redding's playful sense of evil sometimes gets the better of her.
Like when her insanely handsome, wealthy, suited-up boss gave her the most
sensuously wicked night of her life…then dumped her. Yep, revenge is a dish best
served hot. Only Ian Asher isn't letting Flash get away quite so easily. He's not
ready to forget the intensity between them. The searing heat when they touch. And
the deliciously demanding control Ian wields in the bedroom. Now he has only the
holidays to convince Flash that they belong together…and that even the most
exquisite, broken things can be welded back together.
Little Red Riding Crop Tiffany Reisz 2021-09-27 In the title novella of this intensely
erotic collection, Mistress Nora’s vacation request leads to a sexy covert operation.
Mistress Nora might be the one flogging the clients, but her sexy French boss,
Kingsley, is the real sadist who rarely gives her a day off. They strike a backseat
deal: Nora gets a month-long trip to Europe if she can sneak into a rival kink club
and get the dirt on the owner. But she’ll need more than her little red riding crop
when she comes face to face with the club’s dominant owner, Brad Wolfe… Also
included are five interlocking stories from the Original Sinners vaults featuring

handcuffs, ropes, blindfolds, and other adult toys…as well as a brand-new short
story exclusive to this collection.
Come Let Us Sing Anyway Leone Ross 2017-06-05 From headless schoolgirls, to
talking food and threesomes, pretty much anything can happen in these witty,
weird and wonderful short stories by Leone Ross. Ranging from flash fiction to
intense psychological drama, magical realism, horror and erotica, these strange,
clever, frank and sometimes very funny stories have a serious side too. Carefully
crafted over 15 years, they explore unbounded sexualities, a vision of the fluidity of
the person, and politics - from the deaths of black people at the hands of the
police, to the deep shifts that signal the subtle changes in the nature of capitalism
and much more. These stories may sometimes tickle, sometimes shock; but will
always engage both the intellect and the heart.
BWWM, Interracial, Reverse Harem, "Billionaire Twins,"African American Erotic
Interracial BDSM Erotic Romance Short Story Box Set Erica Storm 2015-09-21
This boxed set is for mature adults 18 and over Monica Adams is a black woman
who wants one thing so bad she can taste it. The chance to become a partner in
the large law firm she has been slaving in for two years. She has all the credentials
but one, and the one she lacks wasn’t made clear to her by the head of the firm,
who is a known womanizer. She doesn’t have to be a brain surgeon to guess what

it is—she never slept with him. Billionaire romance, bwwm, african american,
interracial with two men reverse harem boxed set When Ross Westlake locks eyes
with Monica, he’s wondering how she slipped through his hands without him
tasting this brown sugar. He’s always up for a challenge, and he won’t stop until he
has her spread eagle across his desk, on his couch, lying in his bed, on the floor,
in his limo, and where ever else suits his pleasure. When Brian Westlake, Ross’s
twin brother meets Monica he wants to play with her delectable brown body but he
wants to play hard. What will the twins do when they discover they want the same
woman? What will Monica do when she learns that there are two of them, and they
are ready to ride her hard, and put her up wet? key words bwwm bundle, bwwm
erotica, bwwm interracial bundle, bwwm taboo bundle, bwwm billionaire eortica,
free billionaire 1st in series, bwwm twins billionaire bundle, billionaire bad boys
bundle, bwwm billionaire romance bundle, bwwm billionaire bundle series,
billionaire series, billionaire box set, billionaire box set, billionaire, billionaire,
contemporary romance, billionaire, billionaire, new adult, new adult, billionaire
mystery, billionaire crime, billionaire, romance, billionaire romance, free billionaire,
bwwm bundle, bwwm bundle, bwwm erotica bundle, billionaire erotica, billionaire,
billionaire, billionaire, new adult bwwm bundle free erotic 1st in a series bundle,
MFM billionaire bundle, bwwm erotic romance bundle, free billionaire bwwm

erotica, free bwwm interracial MMf bwwm erotica, free bwwm erotica threesome,
mmf erotic romance, free book, free bwwm interracial romance erotica, free
bw/wm, free bwwm, erotica mmf erotica romance, free book black woman white
male erotica, free erotica, free bwwm romance, free black woman white man
erotica, free bw/wm erotica, free erotica bwwm, free interracial erotic ebony erotic
romance, interracial bwwm erotica, free, free erotica, free interracial books, free
erotica interracial, free African American urban romance, free urban erotica, free
urban interracial romance, free African American erotica, free urban interracial
romance, free romance bwwm, free romance bw/wm, free billionaire romance, free
billionaire romance, free bwwm billionaire romance, free bwwm billionaire
interracial romance bwwm free 1st book erotica interracial box set, bwwm box set,
bwwm box set, erotica box set, erotica box set, bwwm interracial box set, bwwm
erotic romance box set, bwwm erotica, bwwm erotica box set, black woman mff
box set, mff alpha twins box set. bwwm erotica, bwwm erotica box set, black
woman white man box set, African American erotica box set, bwwm, bwwm, bwwm
erotica box set, box set, box set erotica, erotica box set, erotica box set, bw/wm
box set, erotica romance, erotica romance box set, erotica romance box set, box
set, box set, erotica interracial box set, interracial box set, bwwm box set, bwwm
interracial box set, interracial box set, bwwm box set, bwwm box set, bwwm box

set, African American bwwm box set, African American bwwm box set UK romantic
erotic bwwm fiction, UK romantic interracial fiction, UK erotic mfm romance, bwwm
erotic romance, UK romantic fiction, UK romance, UK historical fiction, UK
romance, UK erotica, UK erotica romance, 1st in a series free, UK erotic fiction,
UK erotic romance paranormal fiction, UK fiction, free UK fiction, UK romance, UK
free first in series, free, free, freebie UK erotica fiction, new adult erotica fiction,
erotic romance, romance, free 1st in series billionaire interracial romance, bwwm,
bwwm, interracial, interracial, interracial fiction, woman's fiction, interracial UK
erotic fiction, free, free, 1st in series
The Awakening of Ivy Leavold Sierra Simone 2015-01-12 Yorkshire, 1879 I am
alone. When Ivy Leavold is left destitute by her brother's death, she is taken in by
her cousin's brooding, tortured widower--Julian Markham. Handsome and
possessive, it's not long before Ivy falls for him. But Mr. Markham has dark secrets,
secrets that may put Ivy in danger... I am afraid. As Ivy unravels the mystery
surrounding her cousin's death, she falls deeper and deeper in love with Julian,
who opens her body and her mind to his indomitable will. But even as he draws
pleasure and desire from her night after night, Ivy can't shake the feeling that their
passionate affair may end in violence... And I am completely his. The first book in

the Markham Hall series.
BWWM Interracial Erotic Romance "Bound by Need" Book 2 BDSM Erotica Series
Erica Storm 2020-05-06 When Tyesha Brown discovers that she is now
unemployed, she makes a decision that will change her life, and the life she
envisioned with the handsome, sexy, drop-dead gorgeous BDSM Master, John
Steele. Can John Steele keep the promise he made to Tyesha when his passion
and hunger for all things bondage is calling him? Will he satisfy that craving with
another woman who isn’t Tyesha? key words bwwm interracial erotic bdsm
romance, free 1st in series bdsm, bwwm erotic romance, free young adults bdsm,
free alpha male billionaire, bwwm free billionaire, bdsm, bwwm romance books,
African american, free young adult interracial books, free bad boy bdsm,E books,
free interracial romance books, free bdsm erotica, bdsm romance African
American, bwwm erorica short stories, free second chance romance, free steamy
stories, free contemporary romance, free fiction books, free interracial romance,
free interracial romance, free interracial romance, free new adult, free new adult,
free new adult, free new adult, free new adult, free romance, free romance, free
romance, free African American romance, free bwwm romance, free bwwm
romance, free bwwm romance, UK bwwm erotica, UK interracial romance, UK

adult erotica, UK adult
10 Erotic Stories Aubrey Murphy 2014-05-23 10 Erotic Stories This ebook
collection comprises of the following: 1. Sex On The Kitchen Table 2. Tease Me 3.
Sex At University 4. The Married Bachelor 5. Steal My Heart 6. The Sex Language
7. The Mansion In The Woods 8. The Fading Desire 9. Agnes And Her Deluding
Fantasies 10. A Story Of Love And Romance
Best of Best Women's Erotica 2 Violet Blue 2010-02-09 Lovingly handpicked by
Violet Blue, these stories are erotic gems, polished to perfection by an expert in
erotica. The Best of Women's Erotica 2 is wildly sexy, super smart, and, highly
readable. What makes an erotic story "best?" It has that something extra, and a
good plot and characters that truly interest you and commands your interest during
their trysts, triumphs, and erotic adventures. In the editor's own words, " The result
of taking all five years' final selections, over one hundred stories, and choosing the
very best--the ones I couldn't ever get out of my head, the ones that turned me
(and others) on almost dangerously fast, like a match to gasoline--was worth the
wait." Steamy encounters include Adrie Santos' nervy, cautious "Paid for the
Pleasure," which scratches more than one itch as a girl decides to let a man pay
her--to receive oral sex. And, just when you think you have gender play all
wrapped up in a nice and tidy bow, Lee Cairney's "Cruising" takes you trolling with

a lesbian late at night in a park where she doesn't belong. What happens to her
anonymously in public is as surprising as it is incendiary. Meanwhile, across town,
Scarlett French is looking out her "Rear Window," watching her male neighbor and
his trick provide full, explicit service for her to enjoy. These are just a few of the
carnal classics in this best and boldest of all women's erotica.
EcoErotica Selena Kitt 2008-11 Mother Earth is one hot sexy Mama and in this
tribute to nature and the environment, Selena Kitt pays homage to her beauty, her
grandeur and her conservation. Who else could tackle topics like global warming,
strip mining, animal endangerment & environmental toxicity, while making it hot,
hot, hot? This anthology includes six sexy and environmentally provocative stories
that will rock your world.
The Naughty List Tiffany Reisz 2015-11-24 Six holiday romances, from sexy to
sweet, prove love is better on the Naughty List. A Christmas Maggie by Tiffany
Reisz All Daniel wanted for Christmas was to spoil his new girlfriend, Anya, make
love under the tree, and ignore all his old heartaches. But the ghosts of Christmas
past aren’t so easily forgotten especially when Maggie, his late wife, shows up to
remind him why the past should stay in the past and why his Christmases-future
could be the best of his life if he can finally let himself live and love in this
Christmas present. (A Christmas Maggie is the final story in the Daniel trio [from

the Original Sinners series] beginning with The Gift and followed by Daniel Part
Two.) Christmassy by Alexa Piper When taotien Valerion and witchling Cora get
together sparks fly. But on the way to visit Cora’s family for Christmas, they
encounter a supernatural predator that will not only test their individual powers and
abilities, but also their connection to one another. My Midnight Cowboy by
Pumpkin Spice If chocolate is the way to a man’s heart, then pastry chef Lucy
Baker has the recipe for success. But will her culinary skills melt the most hardhearted bachelor in Wyoming? A chance encounter on a New Year’s Eve flight
leaves two strangers to discover unbound pleasure and a hunger for sexual
discovery. In the Doghouse by Elizabeth Black Nicky and Angela had just begun to
add a little kink to their lives when, caught up in the influence of his dudebros he
forgot their anniversary and broke Angela’s heart. Angela wants Nicky’s strong
arms around her again, but first she wants him to fight for her. Can one night, a
paddle and some restraints bridge the gap between them? Winter’s Daughter by
Doug Blakeslee A child of the Fae—bound to winter and a promise given to her
chosen mate. She must claim him before time runs out and all she loves in the
world falls to ruin. A child of mortals—forgotten and discarded by the world, then
torn from the most amazing woman he’s ever met. Trapped in the sort of fae-tale
that rarely ends in happily ever after, are they strong enough to defy the odds and

find love? Stealing Time by Wendy Sparrow As Father Time’s son, Zeit must
sacrifice a mortal’s lifetime to the Fates each New Year’s Eve. Last
year—inexplicably, really—he made an 11:59 substitution. The Fates are pissed
and they’re after his mortal Hannah. With the year ending, he ought to figure out
why he’d saved her—and and why he keeps doing it. Following an unlucky year,
Hannah needs a week’s holiday in a lodge to unwind. What she gets is near-death
experiences and a sexy immortal who can’t avoid kissing her, but might have to kill
her. After all, even Zeit can’t hold back time indefinitely.
Best Erotic Fantasy & Science Fiction Cecilia Tan 2010-05-31 A compilation of the
very best speculative erotica our editors could find. When Cecilia Tan founded
Circlet Press in 1992, The house was one of the only places where readers who
enjoyed a mixture of erotica with fantasy or science fiction could get their fix. Since
then, paranormal romance has taken off to become the bestselling romance
subgenre (Sherrilyn Kenyon) and even futuristic settings have taken hold in
steamy romance (J. D. Robb), while the mainstream of science fiction and fantasy
have moved in an ever-more erotic direction (Catherine Asaro, Jacqueline Carey).
Circlet Press is still the place to go For The very best in erotic fantasy, As we
cherry-picked the stories for this hot collection from among all the nominations we
received. Praise for "Best Fantastic Erotica" (a previous Circlet publication): "Tan

(Sex in the System) presents the top stories from Circlet's Best Fantastic Erotica
contest in an anthology that runs the gamut from sensual SF to surreal fantasy.
Arinn Dembo's Monsoon [is] the deserving prize winner." -- Publishers Weekly
"Circlet Press is a premier publisher of erotic literature and its publisher, Cecilia
Tan, Is an expert in all aspects and segments of this specialized literary genre. Her
newest publication is "Best Fantastic Erotica"... The carefully crafted, deftly
executed, imaginatively original, and memorably entertaining stories range
[widely]. "Best Fantastic Erotica" is an impressive and superbly produced volume
that is enthusiastically and confidently recommended for readers of sophistication
who appreciate an erotic element infused with seminal stories of science fiction
and fantasy." -- Midwest Book Review
Gaslight Rachael Rose 2022-03-29 Everyone has a limit. It’s a six-hour flight from
New York City to Los Angeles. For Maddie Goodwright and her mom, it’s six hours
that will change their lives as they leave behind broken relationships and shattered
dreams. But a new school, a new home, and a new group of friends can’t heal the
wounds of the past. To move forward, Maddie will have to reinvent herself. When
Maddie’s step-cousins take her to the local underground fight club, it’s only a
matter of time before boxer Hayden Walker catches her eye. Strong, powerful, and
confident—he’s everything Maddie isn’t, but definitely wants to be. Convincing

Hayden to train her is hard, not falling for him will be even harder. As Maddie
transforms both inside and out of the ring, her past returns with a vengeance
determined to ruin everything. Except this time he’s not ready for her to face him
head on.
Sextasy Darren G. Burton 2012-06-02 Sextasy: Vivid Sex Stories is part two in a
hot new erotica series. Stimulate your sexual senses with this compilation of ultra
erotic adult stories. Discover how these singles, couples and groups satisfy some
of their wildest sexual fantasies in these vivid sex stories. Adults only 18+
The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana Vatsyayana Kama Shastra Society of Lond 202006-29
Her Hometown Hero Melody Anne 2015-06-30 Sage Banks has worked hard to
escape her sleepy Montana town. But as fate--or her scheming grandmother-would have it, home is exactly where this feisty and brilliant doctor is headed for
her residency. When a dreadful car crash brings Sage face-to-face with irresistible
star surgeon Dr. Spence Whitman, her childhood crush, the humiliating fact that
he's forgotten her altogether only adds to the late bloomer's pain. She wants to
hate him but her body. healed by his touch, wants a lot more. Tension mounts
when Spence takes over the ER, leaving Sage to wonder what else he can do with
those deft, life-saving hands. It's not long before she's tossing caution and her V-

card to the wind.
Dirty Erotic Oneshots Mistress Red 2020-07-10 Let your sexy imagination and dirty
fantasies run wild as you read this book for wet girls and boys ;) WARNING: THIS
STORY HAS EXPLICIT LANGUAGE, MATURE CONTENT, NOT SUITABLE FOR
VERY YOUNG READERS. READ AT YOUR OWN RISK.
Sexy Short Stories to Read in Bed Alex Frack 2017-05-26 AMAZON EROTICA
BEST SELLER BOOK AFTER ONE WEEK!!!Books for Sex Short Stories, Dirty
Sex Short Stories and Hot Sex Short Stories Lovers only!! 'EROTICA SHORTS:
SHORT STORIES WITH EXPLICIT SEX | Sexy Short Stories to Read in Bed' is a
tested series of erotica books for women, men and couples looking for lip-biting
easy-to-read erotica with explicit sex!!!------------------------------------------Think about
it. Don't we all need nice, steamy and sexy short stories that can be read in bed,
right before sleeping to finish our day with a little bit of privacy and fun? Or even
first thing in the morning to spice up your day, not to mention those long and boring
commuting journeys where a little bit of sexy can... Well, you know.'Secret
Encounters...' is the third volume of my Lip-Biting Short Stories Series and
proposes four short sex & erotica stories that will make you bite your lips. Perhaps
even more...The first short story "And when you're done" is the story of a young
married girl who needs a rough experience to spice up (and perhaps even save)

her marriage. She goes online, finds an older man who seems in the same mood,
and lets him take things to a level she did not imagine...The second short story is
about a sex flashback. A girl comes back home after years away and becomes the
center piece of a welcome party. Until her eyes meet those of a man she had her
first experience with years ago...The third story is about a steamy massage. A
normal, innocent massage, that progressively becomes tempting and
unbearable...The fourth short story is the story of Nina, a single and lonely girl who
decides to go on a sex experiment with a dominant man, next door. She lets him
take control over her and... Well, you'll see!Bonus story? Yes, there is a bonus
sexy story in the end. steamy, explicit sex before going to bed...As per the other
book in this series, this short stories book is not about romance. The short stories
build on love and cheeky needs but go straight to the point and contain very
explicit sex scenes. They are written to be read easily and rapidly, in five to ten
minutes, again and again.If you are looking for a little bit of selfish sexy fun every
once in a while, my book was made for you!Oh, but of course reading them outloud is also an option if you are not alone ... Your choice!Cheekily yours...Alex.***
This book contains adult erotica and explicit sexual situations not suitable for
readers under 18 ***
A Dirty Book

National Lampoon 1976-03-02
Fifty Shades of Grey E. L. James 2015 When Anastasia Steele, a young literature
student, interviews wealthy young entrepreneur Christian Grey for her campus
magazine, their initial meeting introduces Anastasia to an exciting new world that
will change them both forever. Reissue. Movie tie-in.
Molly's Daily Kiss Molly Moore 2013-11-01 An erotic novel
Beautiful Bastard Christina Lauren 2013-02-12 An ambitious intern. A perfectionist
executive. And a whole lot of name calling. Whip-smart, hardworking, and on her
way to an MBA, Chloe Mills has only one problem: her boss, Bennett Ryan. He’s
exacting, blunt, inconsiderate—and completely irresistible. A Beautiful Bastard.
Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to take a vital role in his family’s
massive media business. He never expected that the assistant who’d been helping
him from abroad was the gorgeous, innocently provocative—completely
infuriating—creature he now has to see every day. Despite the rumors, he’s never
been one for a workplace hookup. But Chloe’s so tempting he’s willing to bend the
rules—or outright smash them—if it means he can have her. All over the office As
their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point, Bennett and Chloe
must decide exactly what they’re willing to lose in order to win each other.
Originally only available online as The Office by tby789—and garnering over 2

million reads on fanfiction sites—Beautiful Bastard has been extensively updated
for re-release.
Seize the Night Tiffany Reisz 2022-03-08 Four years ago, a night of forbidden
passion between Remi and Julien, the heirs of two powerful and competitive horseracing families, led to a feud that is threatening to ruin both farms. Now Remi must
find Julien again-but when she does, her need for Julien is just as strong and just
as forbidden... ?8th Circle Press's Original Sinners Pulp Library titles are vintage
paperback-inspired editions of standalone novels and novellas from USA Today
bestseller Tiffany Reisz's million-copy selling Original Sinners erotic romance
series.
10 Erotic Short Stories Vol. 1 Goran Radanovic 2021-09-01 10 Erotic Short Stories
Vol. 1 contains various erotic-themed stories such as BDSM, cuckold, threesomes
and anal sex.
The Darker Side of Lust Abigail Ekue 2014-12-15 A collection of short erotic fiction
Crossdressing Rachel Kramer Bussel 2010-05-07 From femmes who channel
Marlene Dietrich in the sexiest of suits to men who love nothing more than the feel
silky panties stretched tight against their skin, these characters boldly indulge their
fantasies of being a girl - or a guy - for a night. Drag queens get dolled up for a
night on the town, a dyke packs a special surprise beneath her dress, and a

devoted husband puts his dress-up skills to the ultimate test in this seductive new
collection.
Interludes Harmony Kent 2016-04-30 A collection of short erotic fiction that will
tickle more than your taste buds and wet more than your appetite. With a range of
genres and styles, this book has enough steam for everyone. GREY
MANCHESTER-contemporary romance in 1000 words. Will Nadine choose to drop
her knife or her knickers? DOUBLE TROUBLE-menage a trois in 2000 words.
After a dry spell, Sophia gets more than she bargained for with a solicitor and a
teacher. DRAGON KISSED-shifter romance in 3000 words. Jenna's life is fairly run
of the mill until she has a flying accident. With a dragon. All is not as it seems in
this fiery romance. TRYST-contemporary romance in 4000 words. Polly pushes
the boundaries on a workplace night out. LOVE ON THE CORNISH LINEcontemporary romance in 5000 words. Becky falls flat on her face, and madly in
love. Her weekly commute home proves to be anything but routine. THE INLAWcontemporary romance in 6000 words. At 43, amputee Carla never expected in her
wildest dreams to be called a MILF by a hot young stud. Trouble is, he's her son in
law's brother. And young enough to be her son. Sparks fly when she's caught with
her hands in the biscuit tin. NIGHT NURSE-contemporary romance in 7000 words.
Denise has only weeks left to live. What constitutes life, though? What fills the

yawning hours of empty days? Who are you once the chemo and the cancer have
stripped you bare? What to do?-Go out on a slow fizzle, or with a big bang?
OVERBOARD-contemporary romance in 8000 words. When Stella falls overboard
in the middle of the Pacific, she gets more than she bargained for. Sharks and
storms not withstanding. ALIEN LIAISON-alien romance in 9000 words. When the
military transport, Lunas Two, crash lands on Zorth, Jay is given the job of liaising
with the locals. She's seen plenty of aliens in her four years of service, but never
one as finger licking good as Lemo. How far will she have to go to keep the
peace? SAVING FACE-historical romance in 10,000 words. Non-related step
brother and sister, David and Annalise, break all the rules in this steamy historical
romance. Forced to live apart from the love of her life and into an arranged and
loveless marriage, Annalise has to grow up fast. When all is lost, will she be able
to save face? READER ADVISORY: This book contains explicit sex scenes and
language hot enough to burn your pages. For mature readers only."
Platinum Dust K. C. Blaze 2016-07-02 Raheim Starz has survived the murder of
his baby brother Amir and has settled down with Felicia and the baby just to find
out his worst nightmare. His biological mother Janet is released from prison with
animosity in her heart. With the impending wedding and the desire to be a good
dad to his son, he finds himself ready to defend them at all costs. A shocking chain

of events, a crazy wedding upset and shocking end to this gripping tale will leave
you on the edge of your seat.
The Quickie James Patterson 2007-07-02 A one-night stand spirals into a web of
dark secrets in James Patterson's steamy thriller of love, lust, and murder. Lauren
Stillwell is not your average damsel in distress. When the NYPD cop discovers her
husband leaving a hotel with another woman, she decides to beat him at his own
game. But her revenge goes dangerously awry, and she finds her world spiraling
into a hell that becomes more terrifying by the hour. In a further twist of fate,
Lauren must take on a job that threatens everything she stands for. Now, she's
paralyzed by a deadly secret that could tear her life apart. With her job and
marriage on the line, Lauren's desire for retribution becomes a lethal inferno as
she fights to save her livelihood-and her life. Patterson takes us on a twisting rollercoaster ride of thrills in his most gripping novel yet. This story of love, lust and
dangerous secrets will have readers' hearts pounding to the very last page.
Irresistible Rachel Kramer Bussel 2012-02-10 This Irresistible read features stories
of couples turning their deepest fantasies into reality for uninhibited and
imaginative sex. You’ll delight in discovering all the exciting erotic possibilities, and
ways of getting and staying turned on. It all starts with a little sexting in A.M.
Hartnet’s sizzling “Safe fro Work” office tryst and Cole Riley’s moving “Same As It

Ever Was” shows that makeup sex can be the start of something new and better.
Dirty talk leads to lustful surprises and inspiration for the neighbors in “The
Mitzvah” by Tiffany Reisz. Editor Rachel Kramer Bussel notes that the lovers in
this daringly romantic anthology are “able to open up in the ways they do is
precisely because they have another person to rely on, coax them, challenge
them, tease them and seduce them into traveling down a new sexual path.
Whether that means outdoor sex, kink, a trip to a strip club or a very sensual
massage, we get to see how the layers of trust that have been built up get used to
stoke the fire that burns between them.”
Paris & London Lina Jay Paris Hunter could have any man that she wanted; that
included her best friend’s husband as well. As long as she got what she wanted
she didn’t care whose feelings she stepped on. She loved sex and hated
commitment. She was happily single and didn’t have a care in the world. She loved
her life until Dontae walked into it. He turned her life upside down and even tried to
kill her! London Hunter was happy with Shawn and she was happy with her life.
Her life wasn’t as crazy as her twin sister Paris. She went to work and then spent
time with her man afterwards. That’s all she knew; that was her life. Shawn was
her world until he showed her otherwise. She thought her life was over when
Shawn was over no longer around. But Cedric came into her life and showed her

that her life was only beginning. Will Paris finally get the man that she wanted and
stay faithful? Will London continue to play with fire by holding on to the wrong man
and lusting after another? After the smoke clears, these twins' lives will never be
the same again.
The Romance of Lust: A Classic Victorian Erotic Novel Anonymous 2020-09-28
The First Time Is the Sweetest (Siren Publishing Menage Amour) Erin M. Leaf
2010-11 [Menage Amour: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F,
with M/M, Suspense] Two men. One woman. A mystery shooter. Who is trying to
kill Sabrina and why? Will Jimmy be able to protect her, or will he need the help of
sexy FBI agent Gabriel? And how can Sabrina resist falling in love when she
experiences passion for the first time? Despite the danger, she can't help how she
feels, especially not when Gabriel and Jimmy begin to rekindle the romance they
had to abandon years ago. When she realizes that both men desire her just as
much as they want each other, she falls head over heels for the first time. When
violence strikes, the only way out of disaster is for the three of them to trust in each
other and in love. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Sex Story Bebe Wilde 2021-02-28 ***WARNING!!! EXPLICIT CONTENT!!!*** An
uptight young woman's sexuality is awakened after she is gifted a vibrator. But
when her boyfriend catches her indulging in her naughty new hobby, he decides to

take matters into his own hands. Please keep in mind that Sex Story: An Erotica
Short contains adult situations and language and is intended for a mature
audience.
Hush, Hush Becca Fitzpatrick 2012-05-22 High school sophomore Nora has
always been very cautious in her relationships, but when Patch, who has a dark
side she can sense, enrolls at her school, she is mysteriously and strongly drawn
to him, despite warnings from her best friend, the school counselor, and her own
instincts.
Who Do You Love Jennifer Weiner 2015-08-11 From the “hilarious, heartbreaking,
and insightful” (The Miami Herald) bestselling author Jennifer Weiner comes a
sweeping, modern day fairy tale about first romance and lasting love. Rachel Blum
and Andy Landis are eight years old when they meet late one night in an ER
waiting room. Born with a congenital heart defect, Rachel is a veteran of hospitals,
and she’s intrigued by the boy who shows up all alone with a broken arm. He tells
her his name. She tells him a story. After Andy’s taken back to the emergency
room and Rachel’s sent back to her bed, they think they’ll never see each other
again. Rachel, the beloved, popular, and protected daughter of two doting parents,
grows up wanting for nothing in a fancy Florida suburb. Andy grows up poor in
Philadelphia with a single mom and a rare talent that will let him become one of the

best runners of his generation. Over the course of three decades, through high
school and college, marriages and divorces, from the pinnacles of victory and the
heartbreak of defeat, Andy and Rachel will find each other again and again, until
they are finally given a chance to decide whether love can surmount difference and
distance and if they’ve been running toward each other all along. With honesty, wit,
and clear-eyed observations about men and women, love and fate, and the truth
about happy endings, Jennifer Weiner delivers two of her most memorable
characters, and a love story you’ll never forget.
Delta Of Venus Anaïs Nin 2004-02-02 From influential feminist artist and essayist
Anais Nin, Delta of Venus is one of the most important works of modern female
erotica and "a joyous display of the erotic imagination" (The New York Times Book
Review). Anais Nin pens a lush, magical world where the characters of her
imagination possess the most universal of desires and exceptional of talents.
Among these provocative stories, a Hungarian adventurer seduces wealthy
women then vanishes with their money; a veiled woman selects strangers from a
chic restaurant for private trysts; and a Parisian hatmaker named Mathilde leaves
her husband for the opium dens of Peru. This is an extraordinarily rich and exotic
collection from a master of erotic writing. "Inventive, sophisticated . . . highly

elegant naughtiness."—Cosmopolitan
Erotic Book Sheldon Filger 2006 Imagine spending your whole life searching for
the one; searching for acceptance; searching for just a hint of satisfaction. Imagine
walking through life alone, confused, and convinced you will never find what it is
your heart desires. Jared Covington is such a man in search of all things life has
promised, but has not delivered. I'm On My Way is a passionate tale of a
sometimes bitter, sometimes angry, but always hopeful young man and his search
to undercover the love of his life and in the process, himself. In terse, fluid prose,
David paints three-dimensional portraits of each of his main characters. Set
against the backdrop of New York City, the book addresses critical issues
surrounding being black, gay and at times closeted in America without sounding
preachy. David's high quality of writing, and carefully developed themes
seamlessly takes us into the hearts and minds of several young men sorting
through some of life's most pressing issues. This engrossing debut, challenges
stereotypes, emits hope, and brings to life the often-misunderstood world of gay
minorities.
Honey Flava Zane 2012-08-11 Honey Flava features an erotic feast of short
stories with enough Asian flava to ignite fireworks. With an African American and
Asian mix of sexy characters, Zane picks the most clever and bold male and

female writers to deliver a collection like no other. Stories like Geisha Girl and Pins
and Needles give tea and acupuncture a whole new meaning, and the word
"Master" is a term of endearment in The Meaning of Zhuren. In tantalizing portraits
of some of the hottest -- and sweetest -- scenes you'll ever want to experience,
Honey Flava will take you to a sensual paradise of no return. Zane delivers a new
and special taste, proving that passion and sensuality have truly universal meaning.
Blood Surrender Cecilia Tan 2005-01-01 There is perhaps nothing more erotic
than the potent mixture of danger, darkness, and desire that the vampire
represents. Creatures cursed by lust to walk the night, seeking ever more
decadent pleasures, vampires are the ultimate sexual beings. In these stories of
carnal pleasure and dark magic, erotic writers such as Thomas S. Roche,
Catherine Lundoff, and Allison Lonsdale explore the attraction and seductive
power of the dark side. One vampire encounters virgin blood, another finds a
willing victim with a blood fetish, and yet another mixes the games of dominance
and submission with the eternal game of feeding and sex. Assembled by the editor
of over 40 erotica anthologies, Blood Surrender presents the most sensual and
erotic vampire fiction available.
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